
I have the keys, the doorknob in my hand
But I doubt whether I can still really go inside
Your every move seems away from me
I haven't seen your heart open for so long

Do you want to know how it dances without me?
Maybe you have more balance without me
If I have to, I will step aside
If it is better, if it is better

Does life have more shine without me?
Will love get another chance without me?
If that is really the case, then I will release you
If it is better, if it is better

Won't say I don't miss you
The front door opens and I slam shut again
Even though what I want to say is on my face, oh
I can't talk to you so I'll keep quiet

But it feels like you don't want to fight for me
Do you want to know how it dances without me?
Maybe you have more balance without me
If I have to, I will step aside

If that's better, if that's better
Does life have more shine without me?
Will love get another chance without me?
If that is really the case, then I will release you

If it is better, if it is better
Won't say I don't miss you
Go and see how it dances
Go and see how it dances

 
It's not that I don't want to

But I seem to have been forgotten all the way
Wouldn't know which direction

Which way still leads to you

 
 

If it's better, if it's better
Go see how it dances
Go see how it dances

Do you want to know how it dances without me?
 

Maybe you have more balance without me
If I have to, I will step aside
If it is better, if it is better

Don't mean to say I don't miss you
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My keys, I have the doorknob in my hand
I'll learn how to dance without you

Even though I miss the balance without you
Oh, I hope I can do it without you

 
If it is better, if it is better

Go see how it dances without me
Give love another chance without me

If I have to, I will step aside
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